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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..
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Statement of Purpose

Respected sir/madam,

INTRODUCTION
I am ……….daughter of Mr. …………….and Mrs…………., a permanent resi-dent of…………………………., bearing a 
passport numbered…………………. My date of birth is …………………..I am glad to be accepted by 
Australasian Interna-tional Academy for Diploma and Advanced diploma in Information 
Technology and I have written this letter to show my future plans after pursuing a degree from 
Australia. My interest in computers and technology has led me to choose Infor-mation 
Technology for further study and to gain a successful career.     

ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
As far as my academic qualifications are concerned, I completed my SLC ( School Leaving 
Certificate) from  Akash Deep English Secondary School in the year 2015 A.D. securing 82.38% 
with distinction under the board of Government of Nepal. As I finished my school, I decided to 
take computer science as my major subject in high school or (+2). Thus, I joined Himalayan 
International Model Secondary School in Narayantar, a renowned college of business in 
Kathmandu and complet-ed my board exam with first division obtaining 68.30% in the year 
2017 undertak-en by Nepal Examination Board (NEB). After the completion of my +2, I began 
searching for best institutions of IT (Information Technology) in Nepal but I was not satisfied as 
they were not reliable and only a few of them were providing quali-ty education. Thus, I 
decided to go abroad for study and found Australia to be the most suitable country for 
international students after USA and UK doing some re-search in internet. Following that, I took 
my IELTS (International English Lan-guage Testing System) examination and secured overall 
band score of 5.5. 

WHY NOT NEPAL ?
Firstly, talking about the education system of our country, it still runs in a tradi-tional way and 
this phenomenon is directly affecting the students of today’s gen-eration. Secondly, political 
instability as one of the major problems of our country which sometimes causes problems for 
education system to run smoothly or effec-tively. Information technology on the other hand, is 
a new course for Nepalese students and only a few educational organizations are capable of 
providing stand-ard education in this sector. However, they also lack some experience and 
most of the teaching method is theoretical rather than practical. So, in order to enjoy the 
international standard of studying and learning, I decided to go for abroad study. Getting an 
international level certificate is the only way that I could have a best and bright career ahead 
which will help in my personality development as well as to contribute in the development of 
my society and country. 

WHY AUSTRALIA ?
This question comes every now and then in my mind but after going through in-ternet, I was 
clear that Australia is the global leader of education as it provides quality education and 
some of the top ranking universities of the world are present here in which 50 of them are in 
the list of world’s top universities. They provide students with over 22,000 courses across 1,100 
institutions. Australian universities are widely recognized for excellence in many disciplines 
due to international repu-tation and global recognition of the education system. Moreover, 
students which are the outcome of Australian universities are globally recognized. This will 
make a suitable environment for international students to work in every corner of the world.
Likewise, Australia is the third country having highest number of international students after 
USA and United Kingdom. This provides me the opportunity to en-joy different cultures and 
traditions from all over the world which will ultimately enhance my personality. Similarly, 
Australia also has the best and the safest envi-ronment for students as it provides them with 
good quality of life. On the other hand, students are allowed to do some part-time jobs helping 
them to cover their living expenses. International students get very easily adapted in the 

Australian environment which will help them to focus on their studies leading to a bright 
fu-ture full of opportunities. In the same way, the Australian government invests its huge 
amount of annual budget in education sector. The government also supervis-es the 
education system in order to maintain the high standard of education that the country 
provides.
In addition, the new concept of Future Unlimited Australia works effectively to provide realistic, 
productive and beneficial education. Majority of courses and training provided to 
international students are controlled by Australian Qualifica-tion Framework (AQF). Similarly, I 
have also heard about the Tuition Protection System (TPS) and helps international students to 
secure their investment as well as their future.

WHY SYDNEY? 
Sydney is the biggest city of Australia having highest number of international stu-dents. The 
environment of Sydney is considered one of the best for international students providing them 
with best facilities and the best quality of live. Sydney be-ing one of the cities having people of 
different cultures will provide me the oppor-tunity to enjoy diverse cultures and lifestyles.
Likewise, the weather of Sydney is similar to my country Nepal i.e. temperate cli-mate having 
warm summer and mild winters. There are many reasons for choosing Sydney and some of 
them are listed below: 
- High quality education, research and technology
- Internationally recognized courses
- Best student life
- Lovely weather
- Modern facilities
- Cultural diversity
- Developed public transportation
- Safe and secure environment
In addition, I asked my friend who is already in Sydney as a student and I was happy to get a 

very positive response from him. Also, Sydney is the home of many world-famous wonders 
such as Sydney Opera House, Bondi Beach, The Rocks, Sydney Harbor Bridge, Sydney Harbor, 
Paddy’s Markets, Darling Harbor, the Blue Mountains and so much more. Many people from all 
over the world speaking dif-ferent language and having unique cultures reside in Sydney. This 
will provide me the opportunity to have a taste of great cultural experiences that may help 
me to have a great time while I am studying. Indian, Greek, American, Brazilian, Leba-nese, 
Egyptian, Serbian, Japanese, Malaysian, Burmese, Polish, Thai and many more festivals are 
celebrated in Sydney. Thus, there are many more reasons for choosing Sydney and I hope my 
decision will work in my favor in the upcoming future. 

WHY AUSTRALASIAN INTERNATIONAL ACADEMY (AIA), SYDNEY ?
I have chosen Australasian International Academy, Sydney, Australia located at Suite 1, Level 5, 
545 Kent St Sydney, NSW 2000. I was attracted to Australian In-ternational Academy because 
of its unique feature, facilities (services) and its loca-tion. AIA is a professional college located 
in Australia, which mostly focuses on the courses like Accounting, Business, Management,Child 
Care and IT. It provides student and professionals with increased skills and enables them to 
enter and com-pete in the Australian marketplace. It’s creating new and modern facilities to 
all of its students and continually investing in latest technology, spaces, and support services. 
It also offers a very good platform for students regarding research with a lot of training 
opportunities. Basically, they provide a series of exceptional and completely planed course to 
ensure individuals graduate with a tough competence. The instructor in AIA are highly 
qualified and experienced who help every student to achieve good education over there. I 
was attracted by excellent counseling ser-vice provided to students for ensuring whether the 
students are happy  on track with their career paths or not. This institute also help in home 
stay as it is able to advise us to home stay provider so we can select the right home when we 
move to Australia. AIA is located in the heart of Sydney with the easy excess of transporta-tion. 
Beside, these I followed the Australian Government’s Department of Educa-tion and Training 
website (www.cricos.education.gov.au) and searched for the oth-er education provider like 

Australian Vocational Learning, Westminster College and SABT College that offered same 
course of 104 weeks. But the cost of those provider was AUD 24,000. AUD 16,400 and AUD 14,700 
per year respectively. The course fee of AIA is AUD 10,000 for Diploma in International 
Technology which last for 52 weeks and AUD 10,000 for Advanced Diploma of Information 
Technol-ogy that lasts for 52 weeks. Furthermore AIA focuses on business and technology 
related courses. I do not have any confusion that this college would provide me everything 
that I have expected.

Some benefits of studying in this institute are:
1. AIA college is registered on the Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for 
Overseas Students (CRISOS) to deliver courses for international stu-dents.
 2. AIA will customize a training program with qualified professionals to come to your business 
and conduct in-house training sessions. 
3. Employer of AIA will help students to coach student with their interview skills including role 
play. 

WHY INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) ?   
Information technology as we all know is one of the fastest growing industry in today’s world. 
Information technology is used in every field whether it is educa-tion, business, scientific 
research, innovation, market research, storing significant data, managing activities and so on. 
In common words everything that is done us-ing computers and technology refers to 
information technology.

IT is used in every organization whether it is profit oriented or non- profit oriented. IT 
professionals are responsible for designing the infrastructures and the applica-tions that 
organizations need to run the day to day work smoothly as well as effec-tively. The IT 
professionals at first understand the need and the type of any firm making applications, 
software, proper computing system, etc. according to their need. There are many reasons for 

choosing IT as a career and some of them are listed below.
· In today’s world, computers and information technology play a very vital role in doing 
our day to day activities like the way we keep in touch with others, business, getting important 
information and keeping ourselves up-dated.
· Computers offer rewarding and challenging possibilities for a wide range of people 
regardless of their range of interests. It requires and develops capabili-ties in solving deep, 
multidimensional problems requiring imagination and sensitivity to a variety of concerns.
· Use of Information Technology gives rise to many new inventions as it works to solve the 
problems that mankind faces in day to day life. Scientific innovations are nowadays the 
product of computers and technology.
· The research on many fatal diseases such as AIDS, Cancer, TB, HIV and the research on 
bacteria and viruses have been easy due to the use of infor-mation technology and 
computers.
· Information technology is also regarded as backbone of many international companies 
and social networking sites like Microsoft, Samsung, Apple, Fa-cebook, Twitter, Youtube, Google 
and so on.
· Computers and IT jobs are among the highest paid in the world and its one of the sector 
that plays a very important role in development of any country which also contributes 
globally.
· Information technology is an essential part of well-rounded academic prepa-ration. An 
increasing number of universities and employers see successful completion of a computer 
science course as a sign of academic well-roundedness.
· Information technology in the future will be always growing and we cannot even 
imagine the possibilities it has in the future.

WHY DIPLOMA AND ADVANCED DIPLOMA OF IT ?
I was always interested in computers and technology from my childhood. So, I joined  took 
computer science as my major in high school. I have interest on com-puter, programming, 

gaming and its related fields since my school days. However, I have to learn al lot about 
programming, web designing and more. In curriculum of NEB, we have to study computer 
science only in class 11 and 12 which included only the basic knowledge. So, instead of joining 
Bachelor directly I am willing to join diploma leading to advanced diploma which will my 
foundation that I need more strong and rigid. It will help me to increase my knowledge in 
computer sci-ence with more practical knowledge which will be much more beneficial for my 
further study.
The reasons for diploma leading to advanced diploma in IT are:
· Diploma will provide me with the basic knowledge of my course and will make me 
capable for further study in this field.
·  As advanced diplomas are vocational courses they are more practical and flexible.
· This will give me the opportunity to understand the skills I need while allow-ing me to put 
these skills into practice enabling me to jump straight into the workforce with all the necessary 
knowledge and capabilities.
· Most of the companies seek for personnel who have great practical knowledge rather 
than just theoretical knowledge which will be a great merit for me.
Likewise, the diploma and advanced diploma will make prepared and ready for studying 
further courses like Bachelor Degree. Also, I will get one year credit after completing my 
diploma courses and study my bachelor for only two years rather than three years. The scope 
of Information technology is unlimited as it is applica-ble in every field. Studying IT will provide 
me with following opportunities in the future.  
*Business Analysts *ICT Project Manager *Networking Specialist *Software De-veloper  *Web 
Designer  *System Analyst

Among all these technical professional I am particular interested in Software De-veloper. I was 
on to software for very early age. I have many ideas how software must be but I lack ability to 
make one. And I believe after the completion of this course, I will be able to gain enough 
information to execute it. I also believe that I will have a quality like creativity, collaboration 

and other quality to be a software developer.

FINANCE AND FUTURE PLANS 
Regarding my finance, all my expense will be sponsored by my parents. They be-lieve that it is 
their responsibility to look after my education. They are well aware of my expenses for entire 
course and they are financially secure to sponsor me. My motivation to come back to Nepal is 
my parents. Since they have dedicated their life for me now it is my responsibility to look after 
them as I come back. I am greatly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in 
Australia to improve my efficiency. My stay in Australia is temporary. I have planned to study in 
Australia only to develop my career through better educational matters along with gaining 
international experience. After the completion of Advance Diploma of Information Technology, 
I will take credits point and join bachelor in Information Technology in one of the reputed 
universities of Australia. Continuously, after graduating I will go for Post Study Work (PSW) for 2 
years to gain international work experi-ence and practice skills in leading It companies like 
Accenture, Microsoft, Infosys and lot more where I can get relevant experience and practical 
skills as Network Analyst, DBA, Software Engineer and many more.

I will feel one of the great people to fulfill my passion of completing my further education in 
the field of Information Technology. Information Technology is such a thriving industry where 
there is good demand core of IT personnel in the context of Nepal. This industry is really huge 
and holds a wide range of job opportunities for building a good career. So, upon completion of 
my course with some interna-tional work experience I will return back to my home country to 
utilize my qualifi-cation, knowledge, education and my experience. As my home country is still 
de-veloping and is on the list of least developed countries so, there are tremendous 
opportunities and there is need of qualified IT personal. There are plenty of career outcomes 
for a graduate like me. Different sectors in Nepal like banking, hospitals and universities still 
lacks good software and they require is good engineer who would deliver them the best 
software as per their demand. The potential for soft-ware engineer is huge and I can also 

expect a handsome salary of NRS 50,000 to 60,000 per month as a starting engineer which will 
gradually increase within few years’ experience. I am quite sure that Australian graduate will 
certainly take me in the next dimension where I can earn a career reputation. Also with the 
Australi-an degree and experience I am expecting that I will be given prioritized in the IT 
companies of Nepal like NEPAL telecom, Ncell, Deer walk and many more.
Moreover, being the only daughter of the family, I will come back to bear the proper 
responsibilities of my family. Similarly, I cannot live without my sweet family for a long period. 
Additionally, with my dream, aim and passion, for me the happiness of my parents is very 
important, as they had done a great contribution for me right from the birth. They have always 
supported and encouraged me and make sure that there are no stones left unturned for my 
career. This is an unre-markable contribution for me. I can’t pay for it but I can care and love in 
their old ages being on their side. Today I place where I am is due to my parents. After all with 
this motto on me, with completion of my degree and some experience, I will return back to my 
country.

Conclusion:
I believe that I have met all my requirements for pursuing my course study in Aus-tralia. I 
hereby proclaim that all the information I provided are genuine to my knowledge .The only 
purpose I have is to achieve a quality education and get an International degree from 
recognized college/universities in Australia for certain period of time and return back to own 
country. I will abide by the prevailing rules and regulation of international students during my 
stay there.

So, I humbly request Australian High Commission to approve my application for a student visa 
and give me chance to acquire a quality education in Australia so I could give a contribution 
in certain sector to my country.

Also I am well aware of the Visa (subclass 500) condition that I have to follow dur-ing my stay 
in Australia like; 
1: Maintaining 80% of attendance
2: Work permit of 40 hrs per fortnight
3: Clearance of 50% of subjects in each term
4: Attending the enrolled University for at least 6 months
5: Maintaining the Health Insurance during my entire stay
6: Informing the University/DIBP within 7 days if I change the address or contact details
I assure the Australian Government that I will stay within the condition of Visa (subclass 500) 
during my stay in Australia and perform no such activity that is against the Visa (subclass 
500)condition.

Sincerely
………………………..


